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Across

2. a ban on trade with a particular country

4. the infrastructure provided by companies such as 

electricity

5. the colorful, handwoven cloth produced in Ghana

8. illegal fishing or hunting

9. to separate two pieces from one another

13. diamonds that are sold on the black market with 

money towards violence

20. a language formed by combining parts of several 

different languages

21. an area of land that is drained by a river and its 

tributaries

25. a system of roads & railroads that transports 

materials

26. the system of laws in South Africa aimed at 

separating the races

27. to withdraw from a group or a country

28. a person who believes in spirits that can exist 

apart from bodies

32. to take over a place or position of others

34. an oil that is used in cooking

36. the electricity that is created by flowing water

38. the wide variety of life on earth

39. a person who flees a country because of violence, 

war, or disaster

40. an area where river currents and the ocean tide 

meet

Down

1. a group of languages developed by enslaved 

people on plantations

3. a unit of related people made up of several 

generations

6. a wind off the Atlantic coast of Africa that carries 

lots of dust

7. the use of nonviolent protests to challenge 

government CIVIL

10. the process by which an areas turns into a desert

11. someone who tries to convert others to a certain 

religion

12. an action in which a group of individuals seize 

control of a government

14. a steep cliff at the edge of a plateau with a lowland 

area below

15. a policy based on control of one country by 

another

16. a grass that produces edible seeds

17. an area of land drained by a river or river system

18. a tuberous plant that has edible roots

19. the electricity produced by natural, underground 

sources of steam

22. an artificial lake created by a dam

23. a common language that emerges when countries 

trade with each other

24. a policy by which a country increases its power by 

gaining control

29. the family group that includes only parents and 

their children

30. a bundle of twigs, grass, and bark

31. having no border with an ocean or a sea

33. a large group of people who have a common 

ancestor in the past

35. an open-air trading market that springs up at a 

crossroads PERIODiC

37. money paid by one country to another in 

surrender or for protection

Word Bank

ANIMIST WATERSHED CASSAVA THATCH BLOOD CREOLE

KENTE SECEDE EMBARGO PALM DISPLACE TRADE

NUCLEAR PIDGIN BASIN DISOBEDIENCE REFUGEE CLAN

MISSIONARY DESERTIFICATION LANDLOCKED COUP BIODIVERSITY APARTHEID

EXTENDED ESCARPMENT ESTUARY IMPERALISM MARKET HYDROELECTRIC

INFRASTRUCTURE TRIBUTE GEOTHERMAL HARMATTAN POACHING COLONIALISM

RIFT RESERVOIR UTILITY MILLET


